Continuation to MET

Completion of CGS

To continue to MET from CGS, you must have:

- Completed all CGS core courses and appropriate electives.
- Cumulative GPA > 2.00
  (A 2.00 cumulative GPA is a strict minimum - no rounding off or negotiating.)

MET degree programs

Metropolitan College offers numerous undergraduate degree programs, including concentrations in liberal arts and management. To find out more about Metropolitan College degree programs, consult the MET Bulletin and meet with a MET academic counselor in room 102, 755 Commonwealth Avenue. Academic counselors are available by appointment by calling 353-2980.

Some programs have been especially interesting to CGS students in recent years.

- Art History
- Biology
- Biomedical Laboratory and Clinical Sciences*
- Computer Science*
- Criminal Justice*
- Economics
- English and American Literature
- History
- Interdisciplinary Studies
- Management Studies*
- Mathematics
- Psychology
- Sociology
- Urban Affairs

* indicates programs that are specifically recommended for CGS students.